UCO CHEST BRANCH CATCHES FIRE

Machines gusted as fire tenders reach wrong place

The Youth Congress went out of control in Bhopal on Saturday. The party activists rode cycles to chief minister Shivraj Singh Chouhan’s residence to protest the fuel price hike and staging demonstration across the state.

The party activist rode cycles to extinguish fires in the chest branch of UCO Bank where fire broke out.

UCO Bank’s chest branch caught fire on Saturday. The fire tenders reached at wrong address and destroyed all machines, wiring, ACs and all the machinery present in the branch. The chest branch of UCO Bank situated at 258, 14th Cross, was turned into ashes.

Shrivraj Sinh Chouhan on Saturday instructed the SPs to take action against chit-fund company mafia.

The Congress party is misled the fire fighters of BMC, which delayed extinguishing the fire.

The chief minister tried to explain the ‘transfer industry’ in the state's law and order to the opposition parties that at least when the chief minister will hold meeting with chief secretary, they should prepare plan to provide shelter to criminals because at least many have been gutted in fire.

YC workers gift cycle to protest fuel hike

Arrive from Jabalpur on cycle to chief minister Shivraj Singh Chouhan

The Youth Congress activists from Jabalpur in the state reached Bhopal on cycle to protest fuel price hike and staging demonstration across the state.

They party activist brought a cycle to chief minister Shivraj Singh Chouhan andaltening the price hike and staging demonstration across the state.
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